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When something feels off, Buoy it
We help people figure out health issues and find the right care


Buoy Chat Icon.Chat about symptoms





Here's how we help:



1Use our A.I. to figure out what to do




Your situation is specific to you. Our A.I. asks questions and helps narrow down what is going on based on your answers. No more guessing and filling in the blanks. It's like talking to your friend who happens to be a doctor.




2Read our content written by clinicians




Wouldn't that be great if the content you read was actually scientifically vetted by real experts? Look no further.




3Check out our reviews and Top 10 lists




Now that we've helped you narrow things down with both A.I. and medical experts, find the right product/service/doctor for you with the help of our team of reviewers.









See how Buoy works
→


It’s pronounced “boo - e”
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Pain in Your Lower Left Abdomen


Pain in the lower left abdomen may be from constipation or gas, kidney stones, or a hernia. In women, menstruation or ovarian cysts can also cause pain there.


Read more







Headache Relief - 23 Ways to Stop a Headache


Headache relief, including medication, natural and therapeutic remedies for ordinary headaches (i.e. tension headaches) or other common types of headaches including sinus and migraine headaches. Learn about the different approaches to alleviate your headache symptoms and how to determine when medical care may be appropriate for your condition.


Read more







Painful Urination: Symptoms, Causes & Treatments


Pain with urination is a common problem that may be caused by an infection or a reaction to ingredients in soap or detergent. Sometimes, it’s a sign of a kidney stone, which can cause intense pain and may need to be broken up by your doctor or removed surgically.


Read more







STD Or Not? 23 Reasons For STD Symptoms In Women


Not all STD symptoms in women are due to an STD. Here's a comprehensive list of STD and non-STD causes.


Read more







Causes of Rashes


Rashes are a common problem and are often harmless. But it’s often hard to figure out what type of rash you have and how to treat it.


Read more
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Editorial Standards

We were founded based on the idea that searching for health information online shouldn't be scary and misleading. To combat this, our technology and all of our content are:
	Reviewed and edited by experts - doctors, clinicians, nurses, and therapists
	Created to be clear and actionable, not vague and alarmist
	And backed by clinical research

For more information, read about our editorial quality and our writers.
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